CONCRETE ACID STAIN
DOUBLE STRENGTH INORGANIC ACID BASED STAINS

Concrete acid stains are a deep penetrating permanent concentrated stain that is UV
stable when sealed. This product will not fade in direct sunlight. It is ideal for interior or exterior
applications and contains no VOCs.
Type:

Reactive acid based concrete stains

Toxicity:

Harmful if swallowed

VOCs:

None

Flammability: Non- Flammable
Composition: Various metallic entities in an aqueous acidic
base
Color:

Various

Odor:

Slightly pungent

Coverage:

200 square feet per gallon

NOTE: COVERAGE RATES MAY VARY DEPENDING ON POROSITY, TEXTURE, APPLICATION METHOD
AND PIROR SEALER APPLICATION. EXCESS BUILDUP SHOULD BE AVOIDED.
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

•
•

•

•

UV Stable: Once dry and sealed, acid stains remain stable and resistant to weather and
sunlight for years.
A wide range of colors: Acid based concrete stains at various dilutions and
combinations can offer a multitude of colors and shades for any desired effect in
beautifying plain concrete surfaces.
Ease of application: Acid stains do not require any neutralizing or labor intensive
scrubbing. Once dry they can simply be rinsed thoroughly and when dried again
sealed.
Long shelf life: The enviro-stains can be stored in the original bottle for up to one year
with no loss of intensity.

PRODUCT USES

The Concrete Stains are applied to any clean, cured concrete surface or concrete overlay
surface and allowed to react and dry. Once washed and sealed, the various colors that are
applied become a permanent part of the concrete with lasting beauty.
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Acid Stains are perfect for interior applications such as garage floors, basements, showrooms
and living areas, as well as outdoor applications such as patios, sidewalks, pool decks,
driveways and concrete surfaces where mottling and antiquing are wanted.
Acid stains are permanent because they chemically react with the concrete.
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